What Job Titles Do UMSL Econ Alums Have?

Many alums have “analyst” in their title:

- Health Care Analyst
- Credit Scoring Validation Analyst
- Research Analyst
- Transfer Pricing Analyst
- Data Analyst
- Planning Analyst
- Financial Analyst
- Cost Analyst
- Project Analyst
- Business Intelligence Analyst
- Operations Analyst
- Forecasting Analyst
- Pricing Analyst
- Policy Analyst
- Business Analyst
- Budget Analyst
- Marketing Analyst

Other job titles include:

- Analytics Manager
- Pricing Specialist
- Consultant
- Database Manager
- Financial Planner
- Internet Marketing Specialist
- Financial Adviser
- Economic Consultant
- Forecaster Economist
- Risk Management Consultant
- Actuary
- Research Assistant
- Research Associate
- Data Quality Assurance Manager
- Lawyer
- Economics Instructor or Professor